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Executive Summary 
Based on research and dialogue with Facebook about its algorithm changes and effective paid posts, 
LiveWorld recommends that our clients develop an integrated content strategy that includes a mix of 
social organic posts, social paid posts, and promotional paid posts.

Organic posts are not being further reach restricted as long as they are not promotional in nature. 
Paid posts are more effective and efficient when they are high quality and socially engaging. Although 
organic reach has declined significantly from the peak levels back in 2013, posts can still reach a 
sizable audience especially if posts are written with strong social content.

Background
Facebook is changing its algorithms again, altering what content users see from brands. Recent 
changes have gone into effect that effectively block “promotional” organic posts from having any 
reach.  This latest change is part of an ongoing set of such changes Facebook has been making since 
the second half of calendar 2013. There has been uncertainty as to the impact of this change fueled by 
inconsistent interpretations both inside and outside Facebook.

LiveWorld researched this issue, including direct discussions with Facebook. We found that 1) 
promotional posts on organic are being cut to virtually zero reach, 2) social posts on organic are 
not being further restricted, and 3) paid posts are more effective and efficient when they are socially 
engaging and also feature high quality copy and graphics. All posts are subject to competing in the 
increasingly crowded News Feed, and quality is even more important to get any user attention. While 
paid posts are more guaranteed to get through, social posts generally get more customer attention, 
action, and sharing. The opportunity then is to develop an integrated strategy that leverages both paid 
and organic, and both promotional and social content.
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FACEBOOK IS NOT BANNING, RESTRICTING, OR REDUCING THE 
REACH OF ORGANIC POSTS THAT HAVE A SOCIALLY ENGAGING 

TOPIC FOCUS.



The Algorithm Change
The algorithm change was announced by Facebook 
in a blog post. This post outlined the rationale for the 
algorithm change:

One of the main reasons people come to Facebook is 
to see what’s happening in their News Feeds. Our goal 
with News Feed has always been to show people the 
things they want to see. When people see content that’s 
relevant to them, they’re more likely to be engaged with 
News Feed, including stories from businesses.

All of this means that Pages that post promotional 
creative should expect their organic distribution to fall 
significantly over time.

By making News Feed more engaging for people-with 
Page post creative that is more relevant to them -we’re 
also creating a better platform for businesses to reach 
their customers and find new ones.

Organic content still has value on Facebook, and Pages 
that publish great content — content that teaches 
people something, entertains them, makes them think, 
or in some other way adds value to their lives – can still 
reach people in News Feed.

It said that survey results had indicated that people on 
Facebook wanted to see less promotional content as 
defined by:

• Posts that solely push people to buy a product or 
install an app

• Posts that push people to enter promotions and 
sweepstakes with no real context

• Posts that reuse the exact same content from ads

Essentially the decline in organic reach is predominantly 
associated with promotional/product content, not 
social content; that much is clear. But what about non-
promotional organic posts? To what extent will social 
posts also be restricted? The blog post implied that 
social posts would not be impacted, but we have been 
hearing from sources inside (primarily sales/account 
teams who are pushing brands to buy more ads) and 
outside Facebook that these posts would no longer 
get any reach either. We followed up with Facebook, 
directly asking for clarification on organic posts and to 
find out more about engagement drivers on paid posts.

- Facebook 2014

If a client puts up a post that says, “For 4th of July do you like 
gas or charcoal?” or a post that says “At my 4th of July bbq I’ll 
cook _________,” and the name of the client doesn’t show up at 

all in the content.
- What happens then? - Would that be considered promotional in the new definition and therefore be 

blocked from getting through to users or since it’s social in nature or would it get through?
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Facebook confirmed that this post would not be considered promotional in nature, as this is not 
selling a specific product or pushing people to take a specific promotional action.
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Organic Reach/Engagement Opportunity 

with Social Content
The issue regarding availability of space in the News Feed is a function of the growth of the network 
overall, brands and users. The key dynamic and opportunity here is to create great socially engaging 
content, to cut through the noise and attract user engagement, which will then build on itself (as is 
always the case with human social behavior and also Facebook’s EdgeRank algorithm). Customers 
engage more with social content and share it more. Such content can be written to drive emotional 
branding messages and set context and momentum for paid promotional messages.

Facebook is pushing paid posts as the way to cut through, but we have to recognize that just because 
the post gets into the News Feed that doesn’t mean the users are paying attention. The best approach 
is to have a proactive strategy and integrated implementation with a mix of organic posts that are social, 
paid posts that are social, and paid posts that are promotional.

We asked Facebook to evaluate the following paid post alternatives to better understand the role of 
quality and of social engagement in paid: The feedback from Facebook was that both #2 and #3 were not 
promotional in nature according to their definition. It’s fine to state a price (as in #2); it’s promotional once 
you add something like: “First 100 people to like this post get the $99.99 deal.” They also responded that 
#3 is best and in all cases their 20% rule should be followed.

There’s no difference in treatment for national brands compared to 
smaller businesses – The algorithm applies equally to all companies large 

and small.

On paid posts, engagement is correlated to copy and creative 
quality, including higher engagement for posts that have 

socially engaging topic focus.

Vanilla Promo Post: 
Post is a photo of a Weber BBQ 
against a blue background, with 
the copy “Weber BBQs now at 

$99.99”

1 Higher Quality Promo Post
better photo setting and copy 
but still promo centric: Post is 
a photo of a family barbecuing 

with a Weber BBQ. Copy reads: 
“Make a great summer with 
Weber BBQs now at, $99.99”

Engaging Emotional Post 
Post is a photo of a family 

barbecuing with a Weber BBQ. 
Copy reads: “On the 4th of July 
my family loves to BBQ______. 

More BBQ ideas here” 
(Here = link to page with BBQ ideas and 

promo content Weber BBQs)”

2
3
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There’s a correlation between 
engagement and loyal customers 
Historically in social media, there has been a correlation between 
engagement and loyal customers, and with some data to support 
it. Almost by definition the customers who go to the effort to 
engage are paying more attention to the brand.

Neutral to positive engagement reflects brand loyalty and 
commitment. Negative engagement related to customer needs, 
may not reflect loyalty; but the customer is committing time to 
the brand, which needs to be addressed. Not all customers are 
of equal value; those who buy the most are the most loyal and 
the most important to reach out to and engage with. Since social-
content organic posts are still generating engagement from loyal 
customers, they therefore have a value that’s relatively higher than 
the raw data on response
rates would suggest.

The Impact of Organic Posting on 
Reach and Community
Based on the feedback from Facebook, there’s upside potential 
in reach by developing more social content. But even using the 
current levels of organic reach, organic posts can still have a 
significant impact.

Organic Posts Reach Can Still be 
Significant with Social Content

Reach has declined significantly from historic highs in 2013 but 
the reach achieved over the course of year will still be significant 
assuming a regular posting of one or more posts per day. The 
nature of the content would certainly have to be social in nature 
going forward to maintain reach because posts that are classified 
as promotional by Facebook will not generate any reach.
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Organic Posts are Good to Engage with  
Client Communities
Organic posts help create a dynamic environment for home page visitors and offer engagement 
opportunities. Facebook can also be an important hub for a branded community that might also 
include a community web site or forums, leveraging influencers, product reviews, and customer 
experience across multiple social web touchpoints.

Recommendations
Develop an integrated content strategy for Facebook: The most effective content strategy will 
include a mix of social organic posts, social paid posts, and promotional paid posts. All three 
should be developed in ways that relate to each other, with customer engagement monitored, the 
mix adjusted, and posts boosted as appropriate.

Examples are included in the detailed document. The posts should leverage planned social CRM 
tools for more targeting and cross integration. This strategy can also be packaged for higher value 
COOP programs.

Socially-Engaging Organic Posts

Maintain and grow organic posting, but with social content. Promotional content will get little to no 
organic reach, so this activity should end; but organic social posts are not being further constrained, 
and can garner customer engagement, loyalty, and virality via the News Feed and on the brand page 
itself. These are benefits in themselves and also can set context and momentum for promotional 
posts made via paid reach. Organic posts can also be used to test what content works and can be 
boosted in paid.

Socially-Engaging Paid Posts

Deploy paid posts with social content that build on the social posts in organic and set context for 
paid promotional posts. Use strong copy and visual imagery with engaging content that stimulates 
customers to interactive with each other and the brand. The more engaging the content, paid posts
are more efficient and effective.

Promotional Paid Posts

Add some element of socially engaging content to promotional posts as well. At a minimum, they should 
tie back to the context set by the organic and paid social posts. Promotional posts can immediately 
drive traffic and sales.



Organic Post A Paid Post A

Integrated Content Program
Organic/Paid with Social/Promo

Integrated Content Plan  Example: Acme Diapers

To illustrate an integrated strategy that leverages paid and organic posts with both promotional and social 
topics, we’ve created a content plan for a diaper brand campaign.
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Phase One: Organic/Social
• Two posts, 100% social content parents-

baby theme
• Establishes emotional connection and 

garners more attention, engagement & 
virality than a promotional post

• Sets context & momentum for Phases 2 & 3
• Uses free, more natural experience organic 

posting to A/B test the content

Phase Three: Paid Engaging 
Promotional Post
• Paid post, continues storyline
• Now with stronger focus on product 

promotion 
• Targeted and re-targeted based on 

Phase 2 results.

Organic Post B Paid Post B

Phase Two: Organic/Social
• Two posts, 100% social content parents-baby theme
• Paid posts with more specific targeting
• Builds momentum & sets context for Phase 3
• Build on Phase 1 momentum and boosts success 

seen in Organic (Post B).
• One post is 100% social content to optimize 

engagement and loyalty. One post is hybrid social/ 
promo content to introduce the product message



Optimizing Engagement in Social 
Media Posts
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Posts, whether organic or paid, that simply tell our customers we offer an item (and perhaps that it’s on 
promotion) are broadcast content, and not optimal for creating engagement and building loyalty. We can still 
seek conversion while boosting comments, likes, and shares with meaningful content.

This post makes a statement that might lead to a “like” if the reader agrees with the sentiment expressed, but 
an opportunity to engage further is missed.

For more comments
• Add a question: “How do you like your steaks?” “What do you 

put in your steak marinade?” “Which of your Facebook friends 
grills the tastiest steaks?” “Not sure what to cook tonight?”

• Add fill-in-the-blank opportunities: These have traditionally 
performed well for our clients on Facebook; people like to 
“complete the thought.” Use sparingly.

• Poll fans: Let people choose A, B, or C. “T-bone, porterhouse, or 
filet?” “Time for the great debate: Gas or charcoal…what’s better, 
and why?”

For more Likes
• Add a question: “How do you 

like your steaks?” “What do you 
put in your steak marinade?” 
“Which of your Facebook 
friends grills the tastiest 
steaks?” “Not sure what to cook 
tonight?”

• Add fill-in-the-blank 
opportunities: These have 
traditionally performed well for 
our clients on Facebook; people 
like to “complete the thought.” 
Use sparingly.

• Poll fans: Let people choose A, 
B, or C. “T-bone, porterhouse, 
or filet?” “Time for the great 
debate: Gas or charcoal…
what’s better, and why?”

We should use engaging wording to put the focus on the 
customers and how the brand is part of their lives, not on the 
product itself.

A more engaging post (with the addition of a link to tents or 
with branding/pricing on the image). On the fan’s timeline, this 
looks less like an ad and more like a post by a Facebook friend. 
We’re giving the fan something to think about and giving them a 
reason to purchase a tent.

A “vanilla” brand post. The goal of this post is simply conversion, 
not engagement. We’re telling fans that we have an item that 
they can buy.

How do you like your steaks?  Well done, medium, 
or just kissed by flame?

When was the last time you enjoyed the great 
outdoors with your family?



Through services and software, LiveWorld empowers the largest companies 
in the world to deliver social customer experiences that deepen relationships 
between brands and customers. Our marketing, customer service, and insights 
solutions enable companies to maximize the potential of social media and online 
communities. LiveWorld services include strategy, campaign management, content 
moderation, customer engagement, social media analytics, and customer service. 
For over 19 years, LiveWorld has delivered services and software for moderation, 
engagement, customer service, and insight, enabling brands to manage social 
media and online community programs at scale. LiveWorld clients include the #1 
brands in consumer packaged goods, retail, pharmaceutical, financial, and travel 
services. LiveWorld is headquartered in San Jose, California, with offices in New 

York City and Austin. 

Learn more at www.liveworld.com. 
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